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Local governments have significant authority to protect their
roads from damage by heavy loads. Using the Class B
designation and seasonal load limits, they can nearly double
the expected life of vulnerable roads. Of course, this benefit
must be balanced against the truck access needs of local
industry and the community.

The Class B designation, which is
well understood by industry, offers
considerable protection for roads with
poor supporting soils or those not built to
withstand heavy loads. This permanent
year-round restriction limits vehicle loads
to a maximum of 60% of the normal legal
load weights—about 48,000 pounds gross
vehicle weight for most loads. Local
governments have this authority under

Wisconsin Statutes (Sections 349.15, 349.16). In addition,
during spring thaw additional, seasonal weight limits may
applied to these roads to further restrict loads.

Reducing load weights by 40% on vulnerable roads can
increase pavement life by 88% according to research by the
Federal Highway Administration. Even modest reductions of
20% can extend pavement life by over 60%. When pave-
ments last longer the municipality saves money through
fewer repairs and delayed reconstruction.

Before making the restrictions, local authorities should
be sure the road actually cannot carry the projected loads.
It is important to be judicious and not give Class B status to
worthless, deteriorated roads. Declaring every municipal
road Class B is also a questionable practice.

Experience and local knowledge will usually suggest
which roads are vulnerable. Examples include thin pave-
ments of less than 8-12 inches total. Roads that are built
on poor soil with high water tables and carry more than
a few heavy trucks are also candidates. The road’s load
capacity can be further evaluated using soil tests, drainage
evaluation, a core sample of pavement surface and base,
and interviews with maintenance staff.

Contrary to common belief, local limits override all other
statutory special weight permits and local authorities are not
required to make exceptions. In addition, once weight
restrictions are set, public agency vehicles are not exempt
from them.

Issuing permits
Once the road is protected, the local government may issue
permits for exemptions, especially where a new heavy-
hauling industry is anticipated. You can use permit require-
ments to limit the number of trips, specify maximum vehicle
weights, and/or control the times of day and routes used.

You can also require specific industrial road users to pay
for road damage repairs through bonds or special assess-
ments. Permitting creates an incentive and establishes a
forum where industry and local authorities can negotiate fair
use of the community’s roads. Good documentation on road
conditions, damage potential and economic consequences
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Reader Response

If you have a comment on a Crossroads
story, a question about roadways or
equipment, an item for the Idea Exchange,
a request for workshop information or
resources, or a name for our mailing list,
fill in this form and mail in an envelope to:

Crossroads
Transportation Information Center
University of Wisconsin–Madison
432 North Lake Street
Madison, WI  53706

Or call, fax, or e-mail us:
phone 800/442-4615
fax 608/263-3160
e-mail Ranum@engr.wisc.edu

  Please put me on your Crossroads mailing list.

  Please send me information on ______________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

  My idea, comment or question is ____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
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Name ___________________________________________ Title/Agency ________________________________
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Phone (         ) __________________   fax (          ) _________________ e-mail _________________________

(We’ll contact you to get more details or answer your question.)

is important. T.I.C. publications on how loads damage
pavements and on setting weight limits can help.

Seasonal limits
Spring thaw can cut road strength by 50% or more in some
types of pavement, soils and drainage conditions. Setting
seasonal load limits can extend the life of weak and aging
pavements as well as protecting your investment in new
pavements. Limits usually take effect in mid-March and end
by early May.

Roads likely to be vulnerable include: asphalt surfaces
of two inches or less, total pavements thinner than 12
inches, subgrade soils of fine-grained silt and clay, and
areas with high water tables and poor drainage. Look for
pavement sections that need frequent patching and repair
and consider the amount and type of truck traffic to be
carried.

Local governments can establish seasonal weight limits
under Chapters 348 and 349 of the Wisconsin Statutes.
They should be prepared to post signs on protected roads,
and should consider how to handle enforcement,
exemptions, and communication about affected routes.

For help in protecting pavements ask for copies of the following
T.I.C. publications: No. 2 How Vehicle Loads Affect Pavement
Performance and No. 8 Using weight limits to protect local
roads. See the form on page 7 for how to reach us.

Weight limits protect local roads

BY ORDER OF
PACKER COUNTY

Roads with light duty pavements carrying heavy loads will benefit from
weight restrictions.

Adapting technology to transportation needs
The computer and communications technologies that have
radically changed our lives in the past 10 years are now
starting to be adapted to transportation systems. Collected
under the heading Intelligent Transportation Systems, or ITS,
they range widely in complexity and cost.

Some are relatively simple and low cost. For example,
Portland, Oregon, has adapted standard commercial pagers
to activate school zone beacons. Using an automated
dialing program on a PC computer, they adjust flashers in
57 school zones to the actual school schedule, turning them
off on vacation days and at other times when children aren’t
likely to be present. Communities in Illinois and Michigan
have developed local Internet Web pages with travel,
highway department, and tourism information.

Traffic responsive signal systems are beginning to use a
variety of advanced communication methods to connect
traffic signals along a corridor. Some use radio frequencies,
microwave links, or coaxial cable supported by the local
cable television company, in addition to traditional buried
copper wire connections.

 “We’re seeing other parts of the country migrate to fibre
optic cables,” says John Kugel, Division Manager for Signal
and Lighting Devices at TAPCO in Elm Grove, Wisconsin.
“These not only link traffic signals but become the back-
bone of municipal communication for internal telephone
systems, library data, public works information, etc. For
cities that invest in the infrastructure now, it will pay off
‘big time’ in future operating costs.”

Wisconsin ITS projects
“Wisconsin is focusing its ITS resources in three general
areas: traveler information, incident management, and
commercial vehicle operations,” says Phil DeCabooter,
chief ITS engineer for WisDOT.

Proposals for over 100 ITS projects were submitted in
October by WisDOT Districts and Central Office staff. These
are expected to include automated and integrated permitting
systems and expanded “weigh in motion” scales for the
trucking industry, and a broader and more sophisticated
rural emergency dispatch system for the State Patrol.

One of the state’s major ITS investments is MONITOR,
a traffic management system on freeways in the greater
Milwaukee area. It integrates information from detectors in
pavements and closed circuit cameras with on-ramp signals
and changeable message signs. The signals help smooth out
traffic flow while signs alert drivers to hazards ahead and
display automatically updated travel times to such frequent
destinations as downtown and the airport. The system is
being expanded to freeways in Racine and Kenosha and is
under consideration for the portions of I-94 from Milwaukee
to Madison.

WisDOT’s Internet Web page is also in place. It can be
accessed at http://www.dot.state.wi.us. It features current
highway condition and construction information, along with
on-line motor vehicle registration and other driver/vehicle
services, and information about the department and its
programs. Travelers and those who are curious can see
camera views from a dozen freeway locations and get real-
time information on traffic congestion in the Milwaukee-
Chicago freeway corridor. (Choose MONITOR under
Programs and Services.)

A major regional ITS project is Foretell, a traveler
information and weather forecasting system being
developed jointly by DOTs in Wisconsin, Iowa, Minnesota,
Illinois, and Ontario, Canada. Foretell will link existing and
future satellite and radar images from the National Weather
Service with regional automated pavement temperature and
weather monitors. Sophisticated computer models will use
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